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	In today's world, yesterday's methods just don't work. In Getting Things Done, veteran coach and management consultant David Allen shares the breakthrough methods for stress-free performance that he has introduced to tens of thousands of people across the country. Allen's premise is simple: our productivity is directly proportional to our ability to relax. Only when our minds are clear and our thoughts are organized can we achieve effective productivity and unleash our creative potential. In Getting Things Done Allen shows how to:

	

	* Apply the "do it, delegate it, defer it, drop it" rule to get your in-box to empty

	* Reassess goals and stay focused in changing situations

	* Plan projects as well as get them unstuck

	* Overcome feelings of confusion, anxiety, and being overwhelmed

	* Feel fine about what you're not doing

	

	From core principles to proven tricks, Getting Things Done can transform the way you work, showing you how to pick up the pace without wearing yourself down.
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Dart: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		When we joined Google and entered the fascinating world of web browser development
	
		more than six years ago, the web was a different place. It was clear that a new breed of
	
		web apps was emerging, but the performance of the underlying platform left much to
	
		be desired. Given our background in designing and implementing...
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iLife '11 Made Simple (Made Simple Learning)Apress, 2011

	Are you new to the Macintosh experience and iLife? Or are you someone who wants to know the ins and outs of Apple’s powerful media creation tools? Either way, you have come to right place. iLife '11 Made Simple will guide you through the iLife apps and help you become a power user in no time.


	iLife '11...
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Childhood Cancer: A Parent's Guide to Solid Tumor Cancers, 2nd EditionPatient Centered Guides, 2002

	
		This second edition of the most complete parent guide available, features detailed and precise medical information about solid tumor childhood cancers, including neuroblastoma, Wilms tumor, liver tumors, soft tissue sarcomas, and bone sarcomas. In addition, it offers day-to-day practical advice on how to cope with procedures,...
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Voice-of-the-Customer Marketing: A Revolutionary 5-Step Process to Create Customers Who Care, Spend, and StayMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learn how you can use the revolutionary five-step marketing process that helped Microsoft, NBC Universal, and IBM achieve double-digit increases in sales.

	

	"When HP uses the Voice of the Customer methodology, our marketing campaign results improve dramatically: response rates improve 3X to 10x, sales...
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High Performance Oracle Database Applications: Performance and Tuning Techniques for Getting the Most from Your Oracle DatabaseCoriolis Group Books, 1996
This book was written because I felt there was a need for a comprehensive  text for the application developer and DBA who must implement fast, efficient,  and reliable client/server applications. Unlike other theoretical books on this  subject, Designing High-Performance Oracle Databases provides tangible  examples and...
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Sensor Network OperationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Designing and operating sensor networks, featuring leading researchers and the latest, yet unpublished findings   

   

   Sensor Network Operations introduces mission-oriented sensor networks as distributed dynamic systems of interacting sensing devices, which function as a network to execute complex...
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